Welcome to a special edition of SMART Infrastructure Update to mark the first National SMART Infrastructure Research Summit, which was held in Parliament House, Canberra on Friday, March 25. Co-hosting with the SMART Infrastructure Facility was the Department of Infrastructure and Transport.

The Summit was officially titled “Fitting all The Pieces Together” and this newsletter is the first post-Summit report to participants and other infrastructure stakeholders.

As well as an initial Summit summary from SMART CEO and Director Garry Bowditch, we feature several of the key participants and guest speakers - on video as well.

To keep up to date with all the latest SMART news and views, you can subscribe to our free quarterly e-newsletter [here](#).

---

**ALL PEDALLING TOGETHER SAYS CSIRO'S ZELINSKY**

Key participants agree on collaboration at inaugural national Summit.

To read more click [here](#).

---

**CEO'S SUMMIT SUMMARY**

Garry Bowditch took some positive notes for his first overview of the Summit.

To read more click [here](#).

---

**INVEST IN RESEARCH ANALYSIS**

Mike Mrdak says multi-disciplinary faculty is an important step.

To read more click [here](#).